
The Quakes-Western Bop
1.Another Hole In My Heart
2.This Party’s Over
3.Promised You A Miracle
4.The Other Side
5.Parts And Labor
6.6.Two Of Us
7.Tears Have To Fall
8.Go Berserk
9.Hit Or Miss
10.Pioneers Take The Arrows
11.Tailor Made
Bonus
12.Parts and Labor (with Steel guitar)12.Parts and Labor (with Steel guitar)
13.This Party’s Over (Alt mix)

Paul Roman-Vocals/Guitar
Wes Hinshaw-Slap Bass/Drums
Juan Carlos-Drums
Produced by Vince Orrexx

Long Form Liner notes

1.Another Hole in My Heart
Guitar/Vocals-Paul Roman
Recorded at Kat-tastrophe studio Phoenix,AZ.
Drums-Juan Carlos
Recorded in Mexico City by Leopoldo Velasco López
Bass-Bass-Wes Hinshaw
Recorded at M-M studio,Phoenix,AZ.
Mixed and mastered by Byron Filson at Villain studio Phoenix,AZ

2. This Party’s Over
Guitar/Vocals-Paul Roman
Recorded at Kat-tastrophe studio Phoenix,AZ.
Drums/Backing vocals-Juan Carlos
Recorded in Mexico City by Leopoldo Velasco López
Bass-Wes Hinshaw
Recorded at M-M studio,Phoenix,AZ.Recorded at M-M studio,Phoenix,AZ.
Mixed and mastered by Byron Filson at Villain studio,Phoenix,AZ

3.Promised You A Miracle *
Guitar/Vocals-Paul Roman
Recorded at Kat-tastrophe studio Phoenix,AZ.
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Recorded in Mexico City by Leopoldo Velasco López
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4.The Other Side
Guitar/Vocals-Paul Roman
Recorded at Kat-tastrophe studio Phoenix,AZ.
Drums-Juan Carlos
Recorded in Mexico City by Leopoldo Velasco López
Bass-Wes Hinshaw
Recorded at M-M studio,Phoenix,AZ.Recorded at M-M studio,Phoenix,AZ.
Mixing and editing done at KH studio,San Diego,CA by Kenny Hill.
Final mix and mastered by Byron Filson at Villain studio,Phoenix,AZ

* Songwriters: Derek Forbes / Charles Burchill / Michael Joseph Macneil / James Kerr
Promised You A Miracle lyrics © Universal Music Publishing Ltd., Bmg Rights
Management (uk) Limited, Jim Kerr Management Consultancy Ltd., Jim Kerr
Management Consultancy Limited



5.Parts And Labor
Guitar/Vocals- Paul Roman
Recorded at Kat-tastrophe studio Phoenix,AZ.
Drums-Wes Hinshaw.
Recorded by Andrew Goard at Jackrabbit studio,Phoenix,AZ
Bass-Wes Hinshaw
Recorded at M-M studio, Phoenix,AZ.Recorded at M-M studio, Phoenix,AZ.
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6.Two Of Us
Guitar/Vocals- Paul Roman
Recorded at Kat-tastrophe studio Phoenix,AZ.
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Bass-Wes Hinshaw
Recorded at M-M studio, Phoenix,AZ.Recorded at M-M studio, Phoenix,AZ.
Mixing and editing done at KH studio,San Diego,CA by Kenny Hill
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Mastered by Byron Filson at Villain studio Phoenix,AZ7.Tears Have To Fall

Guitar/Vocals- Paul Roman
Recorded at Kat-tastrophe studio Phoenix,AZ.
Drums-Wes Hinshaw.
Bass-Wes Hinshaw
Recorded at M-M studio, Phoenix,AZ.
Mixing and editing done at KH studio,San Diego,CMixing and editing done at KH studio,San Diego,CA by Kenny Hill
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Guitar/Vocals- Paul Roman
Recorded at Kat-tastrophe studio Phoenix,AZ.
Drums-Juan Carlos
Recorded in Mexico City by Leopoldo Velasco López
Bass-Wes Hinshaw
Recorded at M-M studio,Phoenix,Recorded at M-M studio,Phoenix, AZ.
Mixing and editing done at KH studio,San Diego,CA by Kenny Hill
Final mix and editing-Andrew Goard, Jackrabbit Studio,Phoenix,AZ
Mastered by Byron Filson at Villain studio Phoenix,AZ

9.Hit Or Miss
Guitar/Vocals- Paul Roman
Recorded at Kat-tastrophe studio Phoenix, AZ.
Drums-Juan Carlos
Recorded in Mexico City by Leopoldo Velasco López
Bass-Wes Hinshaw
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Guitar/Vocals- Paul Roman
Drums-Wes Hinshaw.
Bass-Wes Hinshaw
Recorded at Jackrabbit studio Phoenix, AZ.
Mixing and editing-Andrew Goard,Jackrabbit Studio,Phoenix,AZ
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11.Tailor Made
Guitar/Vocal- Paul Roman
Drums-Wes Hinshaw
Bass-Vince Orrexx
Recorded at Kat-tastrohpe studio Phoenix,AZ
Mixing and editing done at KH studio,San Diego,CA by Kenny Hill
Additional Editing byAdditional Editing by Andrew Goard Jackrabbit Studio,Phoenix,AZ
Mastered by Byron Filson at Villain studio,Phoenix,AZ



Another Hole In My Heart
I don’t come from nowhere
You know I’ve got nothing to say
Even though I miss you
Everything must die anyway
What would they say
If I told you I was under the radarIf I told you I was under the radar
Well I know you’ll never change
It’s just everything that you are
I know it seems as though we’re drifting apart
I want to go somewhere as cold as my heart
I don’t wanna die
Die in this town
Looking for something to killLooking for something to kill
Something to tear apart
Another hole in my heart
A feelings coming over me
I’ve got the spear of destiny
And I pray
I’ve got a lifetime to go and
YYou better not get in my way

This Party’s Over
Where were you way back then
You thought it would never end
You were out til half past four
Well they kicked us out and they shut the door
Now you’re on the last night bus
YYou were there you’re one of us
You don’t wanna think about tomorrow
Oh no
What you gonna do
Where you gonna go this party’s over
All dressed up and set to go
Another week another show
Support the scene is what they saidSupport the scene is what they said
Well you’ll be there and off your head
Now you’re there you’re feeling old
Years ago you were so bold
You might as well have one more drink
Cause it’s later than you…
What you gonna do
Where you gonna goWhere you gonna go
This party’s over
It’s over for you-now
When you were younger 
You were such an optimist
You’d buy a home and get married 
To the first girl that you kissed
Now you know that thereNow you know that there’s no chance 
And you were sold a dream
It makes you laugh it makes you cry 
It makes you wanna scream

Hit Or Miss
Like a castaway they shut you out
Couldn’t understand what you’re about
Like a castaway you were all alone
Every weekend you’re at home
Well it’s hit or miss
WWell it’s hit or miss with you
Hit or miss
Well it's hit or miss with you
Like a castaway on a desert isle
A certain look and a certain style
Like a castaway you were all alone
So obscure and so unknown

Go Berserk
If you want to fuck around
You’ll find out
And if you want to stand your ground
You gotta shout
Shout-lets go berserk
If you wanna make some noiseIf you wanna make some noise
You got that choice
And if you want to call them out
You gotta shout
Shout-lets go berserk
If you want to blow your stack
You wanna push back
And if you ever feel in doubtAnd if you ever feel in doubt
You gotta shout
Shout-let’s go berserk



The Other Side
Out on the streets
I’d see you time to time when you go by
Out on the streets
Just doing what you can to survive
Out on the streets
YYou gotta live your life in your own way
Out on the streets
Well it’s day by day by day by day
I tried to give you a warning
I don’t think you’ll survive
I tried to make you see you’re alive
And when you go your own way
YYou think you’re feeling fine
Just remember
You owe me big time
When you get to the other side
Out on the streets
Well you’re high as a kite as you go by
Addiction conviction I’ll make a prediction
ItIt’s day by day by day by day

Tailor Made
Tailor made like you were sent right to me
Tried to hide but you could see right through me
And I’ll never know just how cool you are
A glimpse into a girl
A look into her world
She never smiles in photos but she posts them all onlineShe never smiles in photos but she posts them all online
She’s not smiling on the outside
She’s not smiling on the inside
She gives off the impression everything will be just fine
Tailor made like you were sent right to me
Heard your voice and wished to God you knew me
Now I’ll never know just how cool you are
AA glimpse into a girl
A look into her world
She never smiles in photos but she posts them all online
She’s not smiling on the outside
She’s not smiling on the inside
She gives off the impression everything will be just fine
Tailor made like you were sent right to me
Should have tried, seemed you were waiting for meShould have tried, seemed you were waiting for me
Now I’ll never know just how cool you are

Pioneers Take The Arrows
Pioneers take the arrows
Explorers blaze a trail
They’re the tip of the spear
Off they go with no fear
You know they will prevail
Cause pioneers take the arrowsCause pioneers take the arrows
Explorers blaze a trail
HEY
Searching high and searching low
For a new cat place to go
A place where we can start up a new scene
We’re always searching for the past
Because the future just won’t lastBecause the future just won’t last
I’m down to just one drink
In my canteen
Well we’re already past the break up
And there’s no chance to make up
Come on cats
Do you know what I mean?

Two Of Us
Two to tango is what you said
But those little words don’t exist in your head
It’s all about you and the things that you do
And the things that you say well
I just don’t care about it
Don’t want to talk about itDon’t want to talk about it
I never tried to change your world
But there must be something for the two of us
And if I tried to change your world
It would be something for the two of us
Now you’re gone and I’m on my own
There’s no need to keep checking my phone
ItIt’s all about you and the things that you do
And the things that you say well
I just don’t care about it
Don’t want to talk about it
It’s only going to bring me down
I just don’t care about it
Don’t want to talk about it



Tears Have To Fall
You’ve got no place to go
There’s nothing you can do
The pain of the silence
It cuts you like violence
It’s over it’s over
Another day goes byAnother day goes by
I’m without your call
It’s so complicated
I get so frustrated
It’s over it’s over
I haven’t heard your voice in oh so long
Maybe you’ll call on the weekend
The weekend comes and thereThe weekend comes and there’s no call at all
That’s why these tears must fall
And in the wake of it all
Tears have to fall
It’s over it’s over
I don’t feel nothing at all
But tears have to fall
ItIt’s over

Promised You A Miracle
Chance
As love takes a train
Summer breeze and brilliant light
Only love she sees
He controls on love
Love sails to a new lifeLove sails to a new life
Promised you a miracle
Belief is a beauty thing
Promises, promises
As golden days break wondering
Chance
Reflects on them a while
Love screams so quietlyLove screams so quietly
Slipping back on golden times
Breathing with sweet memories
**
Somewhere there is someplace
That one million eyes can’t see
And somewhere there is someone
Who can see what I can seeWho can see what I can see
Only love she sees
He controls on love
Life throws a curve
Everything is possible
In the game of life
Everything is possible

Parts And Labor
Plus parts and labor
I’ma telling you neighbor
You’ll never bring me a broke down pick up truck again
You brought me an old pick up truck
I said buddy well you’re in luck
Cause I gotta lot of bills to payCause I gotta lot of bills to pay
We’ll have that truck in here all day
Well there’s a shop fee disposal fee you know nothings free
I’ll add it all up for you
Plus parts and labor
I’ma telling you neighbor
You’ll never bring me a broke down pick up truck again
Just so you know that we don’t take checksJust so you know that we don’t take checks
Somehow I gotta pay my techs
So you better have plenty of cash
Cause this pick up truck is trash
Well there’s a shop fee disposal fee you know nothings free
I’ll add it all up for you
I got your truck up on the rack
I’ll have it fixed when you get backI’ll have it fixed when you get back
Why don’t you go walk around the town
Because we don’t want you hanging around
Well there’s a shop fee disposal fee you know nothings free
I’ll add it all up for you


